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Introduction 

Problems: 
•  No accounting or accountability in ICN architectures. 
•  Content distributed from trusted and untrusted infrastructure 
•  Cannot determine ISP performance 
•  Cannot adapt to failures  
•  Cannot detect misbehavior  
•  Cannot bill customers 
•  Cannot track audiences  

Feedback: is the information returned to a content provider so 
that future or in-progress operations can be monitored, supported, 
altered or corrected e.g., QoE, buffering time, buffering ratio, 
rendering quality, end-user engagement  (e.g., content views, 
advertising impressions), user demographics (e.g., geographic 
location and device type), etc. 
 
Accountability: is the willingness of trusted or untrusted 
communicating entities to produce accurate and verifiable 
information about the content distribution process. Accountability 
is the ability to establish integrity, provenance, auditability and 
non-repudiation in the accounting information received. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Savant: Accounting and Accountability Collection 
from ingress/egress/ISP cache or NDN cache 

•  Strong public        & private key         pairs to node: n	

•  Trust, integrity and provenance can be established in 

published NDN content 
•  Hash function e.g., SHA-256  
•  Digital signatures 
•  Deterministic inputs and outputs (Interests and Data) 

Named Data Networking: Natural Support for 
Accountability [4] 

•  Savant pushes primary responsibility for accounting and 
accountability out to the NDN caches and NDN clients 
(collectively referred to as NDN agents) 

•  The content ingestion process prepares content for 
distribution to many different users, devices and networks, 
performing tasks such as transcoding, resolution conversion, 
encryption and adding metadata.  

•  The metadata specified during ingestion identifies the content 
provider. This helps the NDN agent establish contact with the 
closest available accountability engine responsible for 
collecting information for that content provider.  

•  The accountability engine is composed of geographically 
dispersed infrastructure located close to the end-user (similar 
to CDN infrastructure). It has primary responsibility for 
collecting, aggregating and validating published feedback and 
accountability information collected from NDN agents.  

•  The configuration manager installs/uninstalls aggregator 
functions, manages the publication of key/value pair attributes 
and aggregator function output for collection by accountability 
engine infrastructure. Both the accountability engine and NDN 
agents run a configuration manager and aggregator functions. 

 

The Savant framework propose collecting accounting and 
accountability information from: 
•  Solution 1: ingress point (or from a local ISP NDN cache) and 

egress point (i.e., NDN client) in a network  
•  Solution 2: for all content distributed from the NDN router to 

NDN clients in the network.   

Figure 2: The attribute values in categories identified here are published by NDN 
agents. The accountability engine subscribes to published data at NDN agents.  
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•  Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) micro-instance 
machine (i.e., Ubuntu-12.04.3-64 bit; memory: 613MB and 
disk: 8GB).  

•  Modified NDN Video Client to publish accounting events as it 
receives and renders video content from the NDN Video 
Server [6] 

•  Measured the following accounting metrics (i.e., a subset of 
metrics from Conviva [5] study on the impact of video quality 
on end-user engagement): join-time, session duration, 
buffering, rate of buffering events and average bitrate.  

•  Scalability: we extrapolated that Savant could support 104 
busy concurrent NDN agents for each Amazon EC2 micro- 
instance using only about 61% of network resources used by 
one NDN Video [6] content distribution session.  
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Savant Accountability Framework [1][3][4] 
•  Log entry 
•  Recursive hash value      , sequence number      always 

increasing, type      (e.g., Interest or Data) and type specific 
content       (e.g., <node-id><message>) 

•  Authenticator                                                         attached to 
each message sent – signed by n’s private key  

•  Accountability engine collects authenticators for both agents 
•  Separate sub hash chain maintained for each communicating 

node. Also a separate set of authenticators.  
•  Authenticators are cumulative (similar to RCA [1]). 

Consequently, a certain amount of privacy can be maintained 
between NDN agents  

•  Logs are tamper evident 
•        contains accounting information e.g., QoE, bitrate, etc. 

Aggregator Functions [2] 
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The Savant Framework 

•  Based on event processing languages [2],  
•  Run queries continuously as new data arrives  
•  They filter, summarize and publish feedback data containing 

specified attributes  
•  Monitor for patterns of complex events notifying interested 

parties on occurrence e.g., Turn off/on accountability 
•  What feedback information to collect, the frequency to collect 

it, how to aggregate data returned.  
•  Use Authenticated Interests [7] add commands and 

authentication tags (i.e., digital signatures or message 
authentication codes (MACs)) to NDN Interests to support 
applications efficiently running commands on remote fixtures.  

Client Hash Chain [1][3] 

Figure 3: NDN Video State Machine. Adapted from [8]

needs to be collected frequently as part of the content
distribution process for a single content item e.g., a
movie. Raw data is typically just a stream of events
(e.g., time=3470144302 (epoch) content item=’the ma-
trix movie’ event=’pause’) and is only available from
the NDN client.

4.4 User Quality of Experience (QoE)
This category is important in terms of measuring the

kind of experience the user has with the content. Im-
portant metrics to monitor include [8]: join-time (i.e.,
time it takes for the bu↵er to fill up and start play-
ing), total play time (minutes watched), bu↵ering ra-
tio – fraction of total session time (i.e., playing time +
bu↵ering time) spent bu↵ering, rate of bu↵ering events
(i.e., frequency of bu↵ering interruptions), average du-
ration of the bitrates played (e.g., 1000kbps), rendering
quality (frames per second) and rate of bitrate switch-
ing. The accountability engine also monitors the collec-
tion of NDN named data being consumed by the NDN
client (end-user). Continuous monitoring is required by
accountability engine infrastructure. This information
is specific to each user and should be measured on a con-
tinuous basis as part of the content distribution process
for a single content item e.g., a movie.

4.5 User Demographics
User demographic information may be synthesised

from information already collected by the accountabil-
ity engine infrastructure during the feedback collection
and aggregation process. Information such as location
(by country, city, ISP), device type (computer, tablet,
mobile, game console, TV) and operating system are
already gathered by the accountability engine infras-
tructure from the server configuration and performance
category. Utilising third party services (such as geolo-
cation and user identity services, etc.,) the accountabil-
ity engine can compute additional user demographics.
The information itself is likely to be static and only
aggregated once, possibly at the beginning of the con-
tent distribution process for a single content item e.g.,
a movie.

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
In a 2011 paper [8], a team at Conviva performed an

analysis of data collected from over 1 million unique
viewers, content providers, Internet service providers
and CDNs in order to determine how video quality im-

pacts end-user engagement. These video quality met-
rics, which have become an industry standard, were
based the on the player state machine in Fig 3. They
consisted of the user QoE accountability metrics dis-
cussed in Section 4.4. In order to prove the viability
of the Savant architecture we attempted to partially
replicate that experiment by gathering a subset of these
metrics for a small number of ICN users. We achieved
this objective using an implementation of the Savant
framework in conjunction with small modifications to
the NDN Video software [15]. We used a VoD con-
tent file of at least 35 minutes and no longer than 60
minutes mirroring the Conviva study. The client-server
architecture we implemented is depicted in Fig. 4.

5.1 Implementation
First, we published the VoD content file using the

NDN Video software to the NDN Video Server. This
machine acted as the data source for NDN clients re-
questing content. Second, we modified theNDN Video
Client to publish accountability events as it receives
and renders video content from the NDN Video Server.
Third, this published accountability information which
is collected by the Savant Server (i.e., the accountabil-
ity engine) by requesting chunks of published informa-
tion from the NDN Clients. Finally, the Savant Server
processes, aggregates and republishes the data collected
based on aggregator functions.

Both the NDN Video Server and Savant Server run
on independent Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
micro-instance machines (i.e., Ubuntu-12.04.3-64 bit;
memory: 613MB and disk: 8GB). The NDN Video
client machines run from an independent location with
10Mbps Internet connection. This client-server setup
represents an incremental deployment of an ICN cache
in edge-networks as the clients and server are located
geographically close to each other [9].

5.2 Evaluation and Comparison
Based on this implementation, Savant consistently

measured NDN Video’s join-time at just over 10 sec-
onds for VoD content. In comparison, Conviva mea-
sured 95% of users in their analysis having a join-time
of less than 10 seconds for CDN content distribution [8].
However, it was determined by Conviva that while this
metric had little impact on a single content view, it was
a critically important metric for future user engagement
and user retention. Additionally, they observed that a
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Figure 1: The NDN architecture with the Savant framework depicted in gray.   
Figure 3: Example of Savant Log Entry.   

Figure 4: Savant Log Entry: Deterministic Interest (request) and Data (response). The recursively defined hash value 
forms a sub hash chain for each peer it communicates with linking previous log entries making the log tamper-evident. 
Consequently, one pair of authenticators is maintained for each node an NDN agent communicates with. 
. 

Figure 5: Depiction of Solution 1  - authenticators and logs are gathered from one NDN cache and several NDN clients, 
which need to be correlated correctly by the accountability engine (due to time-shifted content and in-network caching).  
 

Figure 6: NDN Video State Machine. Adapted from [5] 
 

Future Work 
•  Enhance accountability 
•  Enhance accounting  
•  Analyze in large environment  
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4.6.3. Accounting and Accountability: ICN Systems. Only one architecture (to our knowl-
edge) has proposed a framework for collecting accounting and accountability in-
formation for ICN content distribution. The Savant framework collects accounting
and accountability information from the ingress point (or from a local ISP NDN
cache) and egress point (i.e., NDN client) in a network [Ó Coileáin and O’Mahony
2014b][Ó Coileáin and O’Mahony 2014a][Ó Coileáin and O’Mahony 2014c]. This is
supported using NDN principles to publish content, which provides natural support for
accountability i.e., deterministic inputs and outputs (i.e., Interest/Data), public/private
key pairs, digital signatures and hash functions [Ó Coileáin and O’Mahony 2014c].
This information is collected by the accountability engine, which runs aggregator func-
tions based on event processing languages that aggregate and summarise data col-
lected [Cugola and Margara 2012]. The accountability engine also provides the tools
required for accountability such as issuing strong public key ⇡i and private key �i pairs
to NDN agents, collecting authenticators (which are digitally signed commitments to
log integrity attached to all NDN agent outgoing messages) and performing log audit-
ing.

To provide accountability, Savant maintains a tamper-evident log similar to Peer-
Review [Haeberlen et al. 2007] and RCA [Aditya et al. 2012]. Savant’s tamper proof
log is maintained as follows: ei = (hi, si, ti, ci) with log entry ei, recursively defined
hash value hi, sequence number si (e.g., monotonically increasing timestamps), type
ti (e.g., Interest or Data) and type-specific content ci (e.g., <content-name><message
(e.g., recent QoE information)>). An authenticator ↵n

i = (si, hi,�n(si||hi)) must be at-
tached to each message sent (signed by n’s private key �n), which also gets sent to
the accountability engine. The recursively defined hash value forms a sub hash chain
linking previous log entries making the log tamper-evident. As a result, one pair of au-
thenticators is maintained for each node an NDN agent communicates with. Similar
to the RCA system, Savants authenticators are cumulative with each message being
able to verify all previous log entries for each communicating node [Aditya et al. 2012].
Consequently, processing overhead is reduced at the accountability engine and a cer-
tain amount of privacy can be maintained between NDN agents. This is because all
authenticators sent/received do not need to be collected by the accountability engine
(in contrast to PeerReview [Haeberlen et al. 2007]). This is necessary as an account-
ability engine may not be responsible for all content distributed from an NDN cache,
resulting in a lack of authenticators required to verify log integrity. The primary dif-
ference between accountability in Savant over other systems such as PeerReview and
RCA takes place during auditing. In Savant content may be duplicated in the network
by an NDN router resulting in several NDN clients receiving content distributed from
one NDN cache. Consequently, authenticators are gathered from one NDN cache and
several NDN clients, which need to be correlated correctly (as they can be time-shifted
due to in-network caching) by the accountability engine.

While this functionality is available at each NDN agent, for scalability purposes Sa-
vant uses authenticated interests [Burke et al. 2012] to turn off and on accounting and
accountability functionality. Authenticated Interests add commands and authentica-
tion tags (i.e., digital signatures or message authentication codes (MACs)) to NDN In-
terests to support applications efficiently running commands on remote fixtures [Burke
et al. 2012]. Consequently not all accounting and accountability information is col-
lected, but it can be increased or decreased on demand. Moreover, the information to
collect includes all taxonomic information identified in Section 3. Finally, while ICN
architectures lack much of the infrastructure support of other architectures due to
their early stage of development (see Table 1), they do offer an extra level of scalability
neglected by other architectures.
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